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Great Horned Owl portfolio by Dan Weisz at end of Photo Gallery

President’s Remarks
After last month’s April Fools fantasy article, I wasn’t sure what to
write about, it took me a while to come back to the real world. Well,
as it turns out there are always informational items that need to be
conveyed to the neighborhood.
These items run from the mundane, such as walk your dog on a leash,
pickup after your dog, keep your speed below 25 mph, stop at the stop
signs and wear clean underwear when you leave the house (mom’s
wisdom).
To the gentle but slightly threatening reminders to take part in your board and committees and keep our community a
self-managed HOA. Contact John Mitchell at nominations@smrhoa.com to become a member of the board or a
committee chairperson. Contact Allen Hile to volunteer your services at volunteer@smrhoa.com.
To the “I never thought about it until something happened……”
One of the reasons I really enjoy living in SMR is the variety of the wildlife that lives around us. It’s fascinating and
beautiful to watch the deer, coyote, javelina, bobcats and the occasional mountain lion but I can’t let this fascination
blind me to fact these animals can also be dangerous to me, my wife and my dog.
It has been reported that several of you are leaving water out for the animals either to bring the animals closer to you
or for humane reasons. Though this is not illegal it is opening you and your neighbors up to some potentially dangerous
situations where you, your neighbors and our pets could be attacked by some of these animals if they are startled by
passersby out for a walk or walking their dog. There is also the possibility of property damage to plants, irrigation
systems and ground lighting. The problem doesn’t stop there. Smaller animals such as skunks, rats, mice and packrats
are attracted by the water. All of these animals have the potential to carry fleas, ticks, mites and diseases, particularly
rabies as well as diseases found in their feces (There is a report just this month of a woman in North Carolina
contracting rabies from a bobcat during an attack). Continuing down the chain the water will attract reptiles, in
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particular rattlesnakes and we all know how dangerous they can be. Lastly, insects and spiders such as scorpions,
wasps, hornets, killer bees and mosquitos whose impact range from nuisance to dangerous are attracted by the water.
Since we live in a highly populated area, I am asking those of you who are leaving water out for the wildlife, think of
the effect on your neighbors and please remove the water.
The weather this time of year is one of the reasons many of us live in Tucson. We now look outside to do those
projects we put off during the winter months. As a reminder, outside work cannot start until 6:00 am (use of power
tools starting at 7:00 am). Work is to end at 6:00 pm. This message will be repeated throughout this month’s
newsletter.
It has been one year since we started having our monthly board meetings virtually due to the restrictions instituted by
Arizona to protect us from the COVID-19 virus. We learned a few things about meeting this way and have had many
visitors join us via teleconferencing. The board will be discussing going back to the in-person meetings at the
clubhouse, but I think from now on all our meetings will be of a hybrid nature with some participants meeting at the
clubhouse while other members unable to join in person can join over the Internet. This also leaves open the
opportunity for all residents (with Internet access) to join the meetings.
The next board meeting is May 13th at 9:00 am:
If you need instructions, you can contact me at president@smrhoa.com and I will send them to you.
I better wrap this up. I can picture in my mind Alan Frankle (our newsletter publisher) standing somewhere tapping
his toe and looking at his watch waiting for this article.
Talk to you next month!
Now that some restaurants are starting to open, be careful when you eat at Sam & Ella’s diner.
Jim Warner
President, SMR HOA
Email: president@smrhoa.com
Ph: 520-744-8208

Landscape
This month, two important reminders.
First, please be aware that with respect to noise control restrictions, the
Architecture Contractor Checklist applies to Landscape contractors. This
Checklist describes the SMR restrictions for beginning and ending work
on your property:
(http://www.smrhoa.com/Contractor's%20LIst%20Updated%20520.pdf)
APRIL 15 - OCTOBER 15 Begin after 6 AM (power tools 7 AM); end by 6 PM
OCTOBER 16 - APRIL 14 Begin work after 7 AM; end by 6 PM
Your neighbors will appreciate that your landscape and other contractors abide by this schedule.
Second, no one, except the HOA’s landscape contractor, is permitted to remove, alter, or add anything in any of our
Common Areas, whether large or small. That prohibition includes trimming plants, cutting trees, depositing debris,
dumping liquids, planting flora, or installing artwork. The rule serves to protect the property that the HOA maintains.
If you are concerned about a plant of any kind in a Common Area, you can let me know, and I will ask the appropriate
zone representative to contact you. We have had several incidents recently in which residents trimmed or removed
trees behind their wall, beyond their property line. If you think your property extends beyond your walls, please have
your property surveyed or consult the Plat that describes your boundaries, which is available on the Pima County
Assessor’s website: https://www.asr.pima.gov/. I can try to help you find the information on that website if you want
to contact me. Homeowners are also responsible if renters, guests, contractors, or other visitors or employees violate
this prohibition. The HOA may impose Monetary Penalties on the homeowner for violations.
Speaking of trimming trees, this is the time of year when our landscape contractor, Darrin Seidel, will be trimming
some of our trees, including some of the larger ones. This trimming is generally for the health of the tree. For example,
we will be working on the large Palo Verde on Loma del Bribon near the Camino Ferreo intersection. This big,
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beautiful tree is suffering from heavy limbs on the sides and crossed limbs in the middle, so we will be doing some
visible trimming. We hope this will prolong the life of this magnificent senior citizen, which is particularly stressed
due to the drought. We are waiting until its splendid bloom is finished and will undertake the trimming before the
serious heat is upon us, which would further tax the tree.
Speaking of drought, we see the distressing articles in the media about our prolonged dry spell. We have already been
focusing on drought tolerant plants, but without any monsoon rains and with very minimal winter precipitation, even
the hardy cacti and agaves are suffering. Darrin is supplementing our irrigation by hand-watering from an enormous
water tank in his truck. Even so, we are turning our focus from additional plants to additional decorative rock ground
cover and large boulders arranged around the plants. The boulders are costly, but once placed, they don’t need any
maintenance or water. I see that many residents have beautiful boulders creating vignettes with the plants and trees
in their front yards, and we are taking a page from these forward-thinking neighbors.
The Landscape Committee wishes everyone a Happy and Healthy May, may it be merry for all.
Please contact me with questions, comments, problems, and alert me about any leaks or dangerous landscape
circumstances.
Eloise Gore, Landscape Chair, landscape@smrhoa.com, or 520-505-4963

Recreation
The SMR pools and spas are open and operating. The replaster of
the East pool has been pushed back to September in order to
accommodate all water activities this Summer. We are still
operating under Pima County and CDC Covid 19 guidelines. We
are in regular contact with Pima County regarding any changes to
the guidelines. Updates will be provided if any changes occur. The
West pool and spa underwater lights are experiencing intermittent
outages that are being addressed. New flashing spotlight security
cameras have been installed at the East Pool. Be advised they will
activate between the hours of 10PM and 5AM.
Water Aerobics
Water aerobics will begin on Monday, May 10th at 8:30 AM at the East pool. Aerobics will be held on Monday
Wednesday and Friday from 8:30 to 9:30 AM. Music and instruction are provided through an MP3
player. Participants still must adhere to the County & CDC guidelines to keep a 6’ separation.
Tennis/Pickle Ball
The court is in great condition and the new windscreens have withstood some pretty strong winds. Please continue to
use reservemycourt.com to avoid playing conflicts.
Book Nook
The Book Nook is overdue for a "facelift"!
By mid-May we will be replacing one of the cabinets, and re-decorating both of them.
F.Y.I.: We will be emptying the cabinets soon. The Committee urges you to check out extra books as soon as
possible to keep yourselves entertained in the coming weeks!
Thank you for your patience.
Your Book Nook Committee
(Jill B, Nancy B, Diane S, Deb S.)
Clubhouse: Remains closed.
I can be reached at recreation@smrhoa.com with any comments or concerns.
Jay Flaherty
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Roads
Oil and Water Don’t Mix! And, unfortunately, oil and the asphalt
on our roads are not compatible either. There have been situations
recently where contractor trucks have leaked oil onto our roads,
and we’ve needed to contact the contractor to clean it up. There is
potentially a problem because oil can dissolve the binder in the
asphalt on the road and could cause the surface to degrade. Further,
oil spills are unsightly. Rains help wash away the oil, but, as we
all know, rain is not frequent here.
Our Architecture Design Reference (ADR) specifies that the homeowner is responsible for any damage a contractor
makes to HOA Common Areas, which includes the roadway. We ask for your help in ensuring that your contractor
doesn’t leave our roads a mess. We’d prefer that you deal directly with your contractor, but feel free to contact me if
you think there is a problem.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair
roads@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Nominating Committee
The Nominating Committee continues the process of preparing a
nomination slate for the Board and for committee Chairs for 2022.
.
John Mitchell
Nomination Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com or 1-608-347-5992

Hospitality Committee
We held our 1st hospitality events on Sunday, April 18,
welcoming some of the new neighbors that moved into SMR
in 2020. We held 2 separate events to keep the gatherings
small, and they were both held in “Chico Woods”, which is
at the corner of Colorada and Sendero Chico. Thanks to the
vision of our neighbor Janet Gething, who is on the landscape
committee, and the work done by our landscape crew from
Infinity Earthworks, that corner has been transformed into a
very welcoming space.
Appetizers and desserts were provided as well as refreshments, and each household was given a small pot of succulents
as a housewarming gift. Several board members also attended to welcome the new neighbors and talk about the role
of the board and committees, as well as volunteer opportunities.
For those new neighbors that could not attend one of these events, we will be holding another event in the fall, so stay
tuned!
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Please see the photo gallery below for some pictures of the events.
Colleen McAuliffe and Ron Flynn
Hospitality Chairs
You can reach us at hospitality@smrhoa.com

Architecture
Retaining walls. There have been questions recently about
where responsibility lies for the maintenance of retaining and
stem walls. After research, the answer shows clearly that each
resident is required to maintain the retaining wall
associated with their property. Even if you do not see it
and/or if the wall faces outward, painting and repair is the
homeowner’s responsibility. These walls constitute real
property owned by the resident. If it is a party wall, expense is
shared. Party walls are defined as being on the lot line so, for
example, if your neighbor’s house/garage wall serves as your patio enclosure, you share the cost, even though the wall
is part of your neighbor’s house structure If you have any questions, 1) check the ADR and CC&Rs for clarification,
and/or 2) email me or inquire of another Architecture Committee member and we will share the copious amount of
information available on this issue.
*****************
DID YOU KNOW?
Maintenance of retaining walls (paint/repair) is the responsibility of each homeowner.
*****************
Oil stains on SMR roadways. This item was a topic of discussion at the recent board meeting. Contractors’ vehicles
can be older and may leak oil. Please be aware that if your vendor’s truck has left an oil stain on the SMR roadway,
it is your responsibility to remove or to have them remove the stain. It is easier to avoid staining than cleaning, so
please inform your contractors beforehand to take the necessary precautions. This item will soon be included on the
Contractors Checklist found on the Architecture link at smrhoa.com and accompanies notification of project approvals.
It is definitely construction season so here’s another gentle reminder: when contracting with your vendors, please give
them a copy of the Contractors’ Checklist which includes the SMR acceptable work times:
APRIL 15 - OCTOBER 15 Begin after 6 AM (power tools 7 AM); end by 6 PM
OCTOBER 16 - APRIL 14 Begin work after 7 AM; end by 6 PM
At this time of year, use of power tools may commence after 7AM and must end by 6PM.
Please be courteous and neighborly and inform your contractors of the guidelines.
Fingers crossed for a more pleasant summer than 2020.
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your SMR home, please contact resale@smrhoa.com or phone Angie Perryman
at 520-615-4074 before putting your house on market and thank you in advance for your cooperation.
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design Reference
(ADR) or contact me BEFOREHAND regarding the SMR Project Application requirement. Failure to this may result
in a fine, unnecessary delays and/or expensive revisions.
Janet Pearce Foster, Chair
Email: architecture@smrhoa.com
520-526-5571
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Volunteer Liaison
To volunteer for SMR Committee or Board work, contact me
VOLUNTEER@SMRHOA.com.
Allen Hile
Chair, Volunteer Liaison

Neighborhood Watch
As our Tucson summer approaches and our SMR winter
residents depart, it seems to be the season that solicitors and
trespassers emerge to bother us. It is also the season that makes
it even more important to know your block’s Neighborhood
Watch Block Captain. The name, picture, and contact
information of your Block Captain is on the SMR website at
www.SMRHOA.com.
There are 3 ways your Block Captain can be of help to you:
REPORTING SOLICITORS
If a solicitor approaches your home, please have them identify the company or service that they represent. Tell them
that SMR prohibits solicitors of all kinds and ask them to leave our SMR community. Then, call your Block Captain
to report the incident along with the name of the company or service. The Block Captain will then let me know. I
will then contact the company or service to ask that they stop solicitations in our neighborhood. This approach has
worked very well in the past but needs your cooperation to collect the name of the company and to let your Block
Captain know. Neighborhood Watch will take it from there.
REPORTING SECURITY ISSUES
If you experience or observe any security issues, such as break-ins, vandalism, or trespassing, please inform your
Block Captain or me. I will report it to the Sheriff’s Department for their appropriate action.
A SOURCE OF INFORMATION AND HELP
Your Block Captain is a great source of information about SMR and our neighborhood, can introduce you to your
neighbors, and help you as a good neighbor can. It all starts by getting to know your Block Captain.
An SMR Neighbor SPOTLIGHT
50 years ago, when I was a young salesman for IBM, I had an opportunity to speak to an audience of 2,000 at the
Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles at an IBM recognition event. A recording was made of my talk on a reel-to-reel
audiotape and stored away in a closet. It survived 6 moves with IBM and was re-discovered just last week.
I searched the web for a company who could recover a copy of my talk and discovered Ping Pong Media. With a few
clicks, I also discovered that our SMR neighbor, Bob Nichol, was the owner of the company and lived just a few
blocks from me on Trocha Alegre. Some of you might know Bob as the go-to person for acquiring keys to our SMR
pools and courts. Now you can know him as a local resource if you have any need to convert photos, videos, or audios
to quality, long-lasting digital formats.
I highly recommend Bob and Ping Pong Media to you. Because of Bob, I now have a copy of my talk to share with
my 3 sons and their children. His website is www.pingpongmedia.com, phone is 520-577-2615, and email is
bobn@pingpongmedia.com.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Chair
Neighborhood@smrhoa.com
520-981-0648
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Database
The new SMR Directory contains all of the updated
information.
Please submit any updates, changes,
corrections and new information to: database@smrhoa.com
Update
John Schilling: 608-212-2233; jpschill46@gmail.com
Linda Schilling: 608-212-2756; LASchill@charter.net
6860 E. Paseo Penoso
Herb Burton
Database Chair

Advertising by Residents
Procedure: Ads must be limited to 50 words, text only, no pictures, include a phone number and/or email address,
and be submitted by the middle of the month preceding the newsletter publication date (the first of the month, except
for a combined mid-summer issue on July 15). The ad is good for one issue. If you want it repeated, you must
submit another request. Ad copy should be sent to Alan Frankle, Pubs@smrhoa.com.
House Help Needed.. We leave each summer for 5-6 months and looking for a neighborhood “house guardian” to
flush toilets, notify us if plants looking unhealthy, look for unrequested deliveries and ensure house is still secure.
Guardian should check house twice a month and notify us via email/text. Certainly willing to pay for this service..
Contact us if interested.. thanks for looking. David Moss 520-395-9356 or dw.moss@comcast.net.
David Moss
“Have a GREAT Day”
520.304.2900
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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SNAP phone: 437-9556
http://www.sunrisesnap.org
To empower and assist our older adult neighbors as they age in place, Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance
Program (SNAP) would like to remind you to be mindful of those who may need help with food or other
necessities and who would appreciate a caring call or card.
At SNAP we continue our commitment to providing support to our older neighbors throughout these
challenging times and beyond. If you know of a neighbor who SNAP can assist, we can be reached at 520437-9556 or info@sunrisesnap.org.
We will inform you of what services we are able to offer during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program
sunrisesnap.org
Lynda Stites
Volunteer Program Manager
Sunrise Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP)
new mailing address:
6890 E. Sunrise Drive, Suite 120-298
Tucson, AZ 85750
www.sunrisesnap.org(c) 520.427.8208

Please Support Our Advertisers
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SMR PHOTO GALLERY
For our website users we are starting a monthly Photo Gallery. Please send any interesting photos of fauna, flora, sunrises, sunsets or
any other photos of items that make SMR special. Please e-mail to pubs@smrhoa.com.

New Residents Gathering in the Chico Woods
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Friendly Visitor-Eloise Gore

Saved from Traffic by Elizabeth Comstock

Waiting for Parents-Nancy Bower

How high can you go?-Diane Kercheval
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Spring Cactus Blooms-Eloise Gore

Dan Weisz’s Great Horned Owl Portfolio
1) This is a pair of Great Horned Owls. The female is larger than the male. Although they are very big raptors, they weigh surprisingly
little. The female probably weighs only 2.5 pounds and the male 2 pounds. “Back home”, where it is colder and more humid/rainy, the
Great Horned Owls will be darker and may weigh 3 lbs (female) and 2.5 lbs (male). If you hear the owls ‘dusting’ at night and calling
back and forth, the deeper voice belongs to the smaller male owl, the higher pitched voice belongs to the larger female. Great Horned
Owls are generalists with where they live (habitat-wise) and with what they eat. Contrary to the urban myth, Great Horned Owls do not
have your pets on their menu. Pets are seen as predators and an owl will not want to die trying to find their dinner.
2) There are two young on the nest, but one has already left the nest in the palm tree. This is not unusual. That owl will remain near
the parents and the nest until its wings grow out and it is strong enough to fly. This may happen within another week or so, perhaps two
weeks. The younger sibling is a few days behind and smaller than the older owlet. Parents will continue to feed the owlets for a few
months as they teach the young ones to hunt. If you see the young owlet on the ground or low in a tree, please keep your distance.
Coming close will stress the birds significantly. Remember that your dog, even on a leash and calm, may be seen as a threat by the owl,
so please consider the owl’s well-being. A Great Horned Owl will not “attack” a human, but the owl will defend her baby if she is
alarmed.
3) A great resource for more information is at this great site from Cornell:
https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Great_Horned_Owl/overview
4) Enjoy this special gift of nature!!! (and I and my friend Steve K. are the photographers you may see when you drive or walk down
the street.
Dan
p.s. I would be happy to answer any other questions or concerns. And people are welcome to write me at dan@weisz.org
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Thanks Dan: And to all a goodnight!
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